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Abstract
The deployment of gigabit networks and broadband services has started to support multimedia
applications, however, these gigabit networks are rarely saturated since only a few applications are able
to stress the network. We consider a future scenario where the use of multimedia applications, such as
audio and video teleconferencing in a multi-user environment, is expected to grow rapidly. Therefore,
both customers and network providers, need to foresee the performance and behavior of the network and
the applications in this scenario.
From the customer’s point of view, it is important to develop procedures to perform traffic measurements
and to be able to test the local ATM equipment. In this paper we propose a method to introduce heavy
load into an ATM switch and at the User Network Interface (UNI) for studying the performance and
forecast evolved scenarios. In the experiments we use local equipment (ATM switch and workstations),
local network management applications and diagnostics software. The emulated load is generated in a
workstation, introduced into the ATM switch and intensified by replicating and re-circulating the cells.
The method presented is an easy and affordable way for performance testing and an alternative to traffic
modeling. Several experiments have been performed and the measurements obtained are presented.
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1. Introduction
ATM switching equipment in customer premises networks may have unacceptable performance under
heavy loads; that may reduce the life-time of the equipment, in the sense that it has reached its
limitations. Users need tools to foresee and deal with the problem of not outgrowing the deployed
equipment when broadband applications will be widely used . It is also important that these tools should
be able to emulate high load scenarios using low cost techniques. In this paper we use traffic emulation
with real existing applications for loading the switch, instead of random or model driven traffic
generation. When one cell is lost, the remaining cells that form the packet (MAC PDU, IP packet, etc.)
are useless because the receiving entity will discard the whole packet. In a heavy load environment cell
losses may occur causing long packets to have smaller chance of being successfully transmitted than
short packets.
In this paper we analyze the impact that cell losses have on various size packets under heavy network
load. Section 2 presents the ATM trial network where the experiments were performed, it includes the
description of the ATM cell relay service and local equipment used, and introduces the method for traffic
emulation. Sections 3, 4, and 5 describe and show, for three experiments, the configuration set-up and the
results obtained. Conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2. Set-up of the experiment
This section is divided in three sub-sections. The first one contains the description of the ATM cell relay
service available in the ATM gigabit network. The second one is focused on the description of the local
ATM equipment used and its configuration. The third sub-section presents briefly the traffic emulation
method proposed.
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2.1. ATM Cell Relay Service
The Bay Area Gigabit Network (BAGNet) has been recently installed to connect fifteen computing
research organizations located in the San Francisco Bay Area; the organizations have obtained support
for ATM SONET services from CalREN (California Research and Education Network), a foundation
established by Pacific Bell. The Testbed participants, which include many of the government
laboratories, research universities, research institutes, and technology companies in the Bay Area, are as
follows: Apple Computer, Digital Equipment Corporation (Palo Alto Systems Research Center), HewlettPackard Laboratories, International Computer Science Institute, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, NASA Ames Research Center, Pacific Bell, Sandia National
Laboratories, Silicon Graphics, Inc., SRI International, Stanford University, Sun Microsystems, Inc.,
University of California, Berkeley (Computer Science Dept. - Tenet Group), Xerox Palo Alto Research
Center (Figure 1).

Service Trial: BAGNet (CalREN)
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ATM service 155 Mbps (SDH)
Applications: multi-party collaborations
(initially teleseminar)
Figure 1. The Bay Area Gigabit Network.
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This network will be used for a number of collaborative multimedia applications, the first of which to be
implemented is a “teleseminars” facility. This network and its applications will create an information
highway within the Bay Area that will serve as a model for the national “information superhighway”.
The network offers an access rate of 155 Mbps. (SONET OC-3c) and the service provided is on a “best
effort” basis; hence there are no QoS guarantees. All ATM drivers at the hosts use the AAL5 (nonassured mode) and LLC/SNAP encapsulation as described in [I.363] and [RFC1483]. The "Classical IP
over ATM" approach defined in [RFC1577] is used. Also, [RFC1483] and [RFC1626] will be followed.
All hosts within the 15 sites form a Logical IP Sub-network (LIS), as defined in [RFC1577]. Each
workstation has an IP address assigned within the BAGNet Sub-network (192.6.28.xxx), and it is
associated with a fixed Permanent Virtual Circuit (PVC). Permanent VPs are used because signaling is
not yet implemented by manufacturers and the testbed participants use equipment from different vendors.
However, signaling will be available in the future implementing the ATM Forum UNI 3.1 [ATMF-UNI].
Because of PVC table limitations within the switch of the service provider each site can only connect up
to four workstations. These may be connected either directly or through a local ATM switch. Each
workstation is connected to every other workstation in a fully meshed topology through a point-to-point
PVC; that makes 3,540 PVCs (4 hosts/site * 59 connections/host * 15 sites). Furthermore, there is one
point-to-multipoint PVC from each station to all the other hosts to provide an underlying multicast
infrastructure. That makes 60 one-to-59 PVCs. That means that each workstation has 59 bi-directional
point-to-point PVCs, 59 incoming uni-directional point-to-multipoint PVCs and 1 outgoing unidirectional point-to-multipoint PVC.

2.2. Local ATM Equipment
The infrastructure at ICSI consists of a local ATM switch switch (SynOptics Lattiscell 10114-SM) with
16 ports at 155-Mbps. (14 multi-mode fiber and 2 single-mode fiber ports), providing ATM all the way to
the workstation. For these experiments we use two SUN SPARCstation 10 and one SUN SPARCstation 2,
with their ATM card (SynOptics SBUS Adapter 975-192). The workstations are attached directly.
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Additionally, a fiber loop is used to connect ports 4 and 5. Port 15 is connected to the ATM network UNI
provided by the carrier using a single-mode fiber. Figure 2 presents this scenario.
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Figure 2. Scenario of the experiments.

The Network Management Application (NMA) for the SynOptics switch [NMA] is an extension to the
SunNet Manager [SNMRF], [SNMUR], [SNMPG], and uses the Connection Management Services
application [CMS]. NMA allows to set-up the connections for the ATM switch, both point-to-point and
point-to-multipoint, to measure the bandwidth used and buffer occupancy for each port, and to retrieve
the cell counters of transmitted, received, and dropped cells per each port and VC. NMA and CMS
communicate to each other using SNMP on the Ethernet LAN. Due to software installation requirements
CMS runs on one machine while NMA runs on a different one. In fact, NMA runs on one of the ATM
workstations, even though it does not need to be connected to the ATM network directly and it would be
better if it run on a different workstation (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Configuration of the Network Management Applications.

2.3 Traffic Emulation Method
The goal is to generate emulated traffic load into the network so that it would be as ‘realistic’ as possible.
Therefore, we use tools generating TCP and UDP traffic rather than random ATM traffic generators.
For our performance measurements, both at the cell level and the application level, we use the
capabilities offered by the software tools. We are interested in results related with the traffic scenario we
will have in future gigabit networks when many applications with a large number of users will run at the
same time.
The goal of the experiments is to study the effect of heavy traffic load on particular connections, taking
into account both cells and packet losses. In particular we want to see the effects on the behavior of the
application when cells are dropped due to local congestion at the input/output ports.

3. Experiment 1: UDP traffic between local hosts
3.1 Set-up of the experiment
For the experiment we disconnected the local ATM network from the service in order to avoid external
traffic. Workstations 1 and 2 are connected with a point-to-point PVC that goes through the fiber loop
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between ports 4 and 5. In figure 4, the dotted line represents the normal route connecting the workstations
attached to ports 1 and 2. For our experiment, however, we re-route this connection as shown with solid
lines in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Connection set-up of the ATM switch for experiment 1.

Workstation 3 generates the background traffic to load the switch. For this purpose, we established a unidirectional point-to-multipoint connection from port 3 to ports 4 and 5 (flows a and b respectively, in the
figure). Each outgoing PVC at port 4 is looped back, through the external fiber loop, as an incoming PVC
at port 5; from there another PVC sends the traffic back to port 4, closing the loop. The same applies to
the other direction (flow b), from port 5 back to port 4. We can accomplish various load situations by
changing the number of loops.
With these two sets of loops (flows a and b) we replicate and re-circulate the traffic entering port 3, so
that we load both the transmitting and receiving buffers at ports 4 and 5. Flow a feeds the loops that load
the transmitting buffer at port 4 and the receiving buffer at port 5. Thus, it merges with the cells that go
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from workstation 1 to workstation 2. Flow b feeds the loops loading the transmitting buffer at port 5 and
the receiving buffer at port 4, merging with the cells going from workstation 2 to workstation 1. The bidirectional connection between workstation 1 and 2, while crossing ports 4 and 5, will experience some
cell losses depending on the congestion introduced into the re-circulating loops.
The background traffic from workstation 3 was generated using a testing tool called ttcp sending UDP
packets. The traffic is sent to an address associated with the point-to-multipoint PVC at port 3.
Depending on the load of the workstation, we were able to generate background traffic of up to 20 Mbps
(on an SPARC 2). Since these cells are replicated and then re-circulated in the loops, the number of loops
determines the actual load. However, the throughput does not increase linearly with the load because
some cells are dropped at the buffers of ports 4 and 5 due to buffer overflow. If we introduce 20 Mbps
into the background traffic loops the actual throughput at the output port reaches about 120 to 134 Mbps.
Adding more loops would not increase the throughput but only the number of cells dropped at the
transmitting buffers. Depending on how much traffic we send from workstation 3 we can use more or less
loops to generate a given cell loss ratio.

3.2 Results of experiment 1
We sent batches of 100 ‘pings’ with different packet lengths from workstation 1 to workstation 2.
Workstation 3 sent UDP traffic to the loops where we could measure 0.6% cell loss form port 4 to 5 and
1.2% cell loss from port 5 to 4. This impairment is due to the fact that we set up a different number of
loops in each direction. We make the measurements with both re-circulating loops active (a and b),
which means that we have losses in both directions, affecting both the ping requests and the ping
responses. We repeated the measurements with only one direction re-circulating loops active, so that we
had losses in only one direction.
In Table 1 we can observe that for packets of 512 bytes we get 70% of packet loss if both traffic loops are
active and 62% if only one is active. This suggests that most of the losses correspond to ping request
packets and the other half are ping response packets. For packets of 1024 bytes almost all the losses are
produced in one direction; with one direction traffic loop active 69% of the packets are lost, while with
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two direction traffic loops we obtain 73% lost packets. Long ping request packets are lost when
congestion occurs at the output buffer.

Ping packet length

% of packets lost

% of packets lost

(bytes)

loops in both directions

loops in one direction

0.6% / 1.2% cell losses

1.2% cell losses

64

35

23

128

62

50

256

50

51

512

70

62

1024

73

69

2048

86

75

4096

---

93

Table 1. Ping packets lost between icsibag1 and icsibag2.

4. Experiment 2: UDP traffic between local and remote hosts
The second experiment consists on sending ‘ping’ packets to an external host, so that those packets
traverse the ATM WAN network. The connection set-up for the switch is shown in Figure 5. As in
experiment 1, we send batches of 100 ping requests with different packet lengths.

4.1 Set-up of the experiment
We have a PVC for each point-to-point connection between hosts. In this experiment, the PVC that
connects ‘icsibag1’ (the local workstation) to ‘bag1’ (the remote workstation) has VCI 92. That means
that the VCI used at the UNI (port 15) is number 92. At the local host, the IP address of the remote host is
bound to the corresponding PVC (port 1 and VCI 92, in our case). The connection set-up for the switch
establishes the following path: port 1-VCI 92, port 4-VCI 92, external loopback, port 5-VCI 92 and port
15 - VCI 92. This is a bi-directional point-to-point connection.
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Figure 5. Connection set-up of the ATM switch for experiment 2.

4.2 Results of experiment 2
Using the NMA we monitor the counters for the cells received at ports 1 and 5 for VCI 92 (which
corresponds to the cells of the ping requests), as well as cells received at ports 15 and 4 for VCI 92
involved in the reverse path (ping responses). This measurement allowed us to determine exactly where
the cells were lost. Table 2 shows the measurements and the results obtained.
Cells received at port 1 (VCI 92) were originated at the local workstation, therefore they correspond to
the 100 ping request packets. For a ping packet of 64 bytes three ATM cells are sent. The number of cells
for each 64 byte ping packet is equal to the number of data bytes (64) plus the ping header (8), plus the IP
header (20), plus the LLC/SNAP encapsulation (18), and the trailer byte of the AAL5 PDU. This is a total
of 111 bytes which corresponds to 3 ATM cells (with 48 byte payload). For a packet length of 2048
bytes, each packet fills 45 cells because each ping message is segmented into two ICMP packets with
their respective IP and LLC headers and the AAL5 trailer byte; so, the total number of cells sent during
the experiment is 4500. These cells experience congestion when arriving at port 4 where they merge with
the background traffic. Because of this, some cells are dropped at the transmit buffer of port 4, and,
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hence, the number of cells arriving at port 5 (VCI 92) is smaller than the number of cells received at port
1. The difference is the number of cells lost at port 4.
For all packet lengths, cells incoming through port 15 (VCI 92) are received by port 4 (VCI 92) and
transmitted to workstation 1. We can observe that the number of cells received in each case is a multiple
of the cells per packet. For instance, ping packets of 64 bytes are sent in 3 cells; 141 cells are received
from the remote host, that means that 47 ping responses are received, and that 100 - 47 = 53 packets are
lost. For 100 ping request packets of 1024 bytes, 33 ping response packets (23 cells each) are received.
This agrees also with the statistics given by the ping program of 67% packets lost. In this way, we can
keep track of the cells lost when traversing the loops.
Ping Packet length

64 bytes

256 bytes

512 bytes

1024 bytes

2048 bytes

Cells at RCV buffer port 1

300

700

1200

2300

4500

Cells at RVC buffer port 5

254

565

981

1796

3069

cells lost at port 4

46

135

219

504

1331

Cells at RCV buffer port 15

141

350

552

759

396

Cells at RCV buffer port 4

141

350

552

759

396

Ping Statistics: Packets lost

53%

50%

54%

67%

91%

Table 2. Cells sent and received when transmitting 100 pings from icsibag1 (local) to bag1 (remote).
Also, we monitored the number of cells transmitted, the number of cells dropped at the transmitter buffer,
and the number of cells received for ports 1, 3, 4, 5 and 15. Port 3 gives us the background traffic
generated. The ratio between the cells received at port 3 (from workstation 3) and the total number of
cells transmitted at port 4 gives us the multiplying factor of the loops, that is, how many times cells are
multiplied when re-circulating the loops.
On the other hand, the ratio between the number of cells dropped at the transmitting buffer at port 4 and
the total number of cells transmitted at port 4, gives us the cell loss ratio (see Table 3).
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Ping Packet length:

64 bytes

256 bytes

512 bytes

1024 bytes

2048 bytes

Cells transmitted at port 4

33,905,219

33,844,868

34,384,145

34,088,408

34,133,629

Cells dropped at port 4

362,744

394,282

391,680

377,339

375,922

Cell loss ratio

1%

1.1%

1.1%

1.1%

1.1%

Ping Statistics: Packets lost

53%

50%

54%

67%

91%

Table 3. Overall cell loss ratio for the ping connection between icsibag1 and bag1.
For experiment 2 the background traffic generated by workstation 3 is between 23 to 25 Mbps and it is
multiplied by 5.6 to 5.7 times when going through the loops, giving an overall traffic between 132 and
144 Mbps. The cell loss ratio is about 1.1% as shown in Table 3. It must be taken into account that the
cells transmitted at port 4 include the point-to-point connection and the background traffic loops, and that
the dropping of cells affected both of them. The duration of each measurement was not exactly the same,
and the traffic generated by workstation 3 is not absolutely constant, that is why the total number of cells
through port 4 is not strictly the same for all cases.
Though, in this experiment, the cell loss ratio is sustained, the results show experimentally that cell losses
during congestion intervals penalize long packets more seriously.
As a complement of experiment 2, we repeated the process with less cell losses. In order to do this, the
traffic multiplying factor of the loops is 5, so that the overall load on port 4 does not exceed 125 Mbps.
This gives a cell loss ratio of about 10-4 to 8*10-4, also measured as the ratio of cells dropped at port 4
and cells transmitted through it. The packet loss ratio experienced was: no losses for 64 bytes packets,
13% losses for 2048 bytes packets, 18% for 4096 bytes packets and 39% for 8192 bytes packets.
Those results underline the observation that long packets are more likely to be affected by cell contention
at the output buffers of the switching and multiplexing equipment. Also, they demonstrate that it is not
convenient to send cells at the link bit-rate, as long as packets produce buffer overflow due to the fact
that local switching equipment usually does not have large buffers. It is important that ATM drivers
include some facilities to limit the maximum bit rate with which cells are transmitted, or to perform some
kind of cell spacing function.

4.3 Extension of experiment 2
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The same technique can be used to study the performance of the network access loading the output port
of the local switch. Figure 6 shows the connection set-up of the switch. In this case, point-to-multipoint
connections from port 5 are established so that cells re-circulate through the loops and then sent to port
15 into the network. In this way, port 15 is loaded depending on the number of branches directed to it.
The counters for the transmitted and dropped cells at port 15 give us the cell loss ratio for the point-topoint reference connection between the local and remote workstations.

1

4

Local
Workstation
3
5
background
traffic

loopback
(one direction)

15
Remote
Workstation

Figure 6. Connection set-up of the ATM switch for experiment 3.
Special care must be taken when setting up this experiment. We can use unassigned VCIs at the UNI so
that background traffic cells will be dropped at the network switch input port. If current assigned VCIs
are used, the network can be overtaken by the excessive amount of traffic and serious problems may
arise. Of course, this should not be done without previous agreement from the network provider and the
other testbed participants.

5. Experiment 3. TCP traffic between local hosts
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The last experiment intends to measure the throughput of a TCP connection between workstations 1 and
2 when cell losses occur in between.
A simulation study of TCP connections over ATM that share one output link on an ATM switch has been
presented in [ROFL94]. They show the effective throughput for different packet lengths and switch buffer
sizes. The effective throughput drops to very low values (of about 30%) for small switch buffers and long
packets. They also present values for the cell loss rate and packet re-transmission percentage
corresponding to TCP connections with different packet lengths and switch buffer sizes. We intend to do
this type of study in the experimental ATM network, loading the switch in order to have different levels
of congestion, or cell losses, and study the effective throughput, packet losses, and re-transmission
percentages for different packet length of the TCP connection. In order to get correct results, we have to
adjust the TCP timers as suggested in [ROFL94] and we cannot vary the switch buffer size.
For this experiment a bulk TCP transfer is set-up between workstations 1 and 2. In this first case we use
standard TCP without modifying the timers and with a buffer of 64 Kbytes and a packet length of 8192
bytes. We experienced that with packets that long the performance was very poor, even though we only
measured relatively few cell losses. Only one direction traffic loop was active, so that cell losses could
only occur in one direction and only data packets could be lost.
Summarizing some of the results obtained we measured a throughput of 0.46 Mbps with a cell loss ratio
of 2.4*10-5 in the receiving buffer and 2.3*10-4 in the transmitting buffer at port 4. Furthermore, a
background traffic of 20 Mbps was enough to disturb the TCP data transfer. In fact, when a TCP packet
of about 172 cells is transmitted at 150 Mbps. and this traffic merges with the background traffic of 20
Mbps cell losses occur. A single cell loss can affect a TCP packet which will be discarded and retransmitted
As we said before, depending on the load in the workstation the background traffic generated varies.
Several more measurements gave the results presented in the following table.
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Background traffic at port 4
TCP throughput
11 Mbps.
8.31 Mbps.
20 Mbps.
7.54 Mbps.
22.3 Mbps.
6.88 Mbps.
Table 4. Throughput between icsibag1 and icsibag2.

6. Conclusions
We presented techniques to measure the performance of a local ATM switch and the ATM cell relay
service offered by the carrier to forecast the service performance as the traffic grows. The technique is
not expensive because it uses network management tools and software diagnostic applications which are
already available in most workstations.
As an alternative to traffic modeling and simulation, traffic emulation can be used to study congestion in
ATM gigabit networks. The load of the switch is adjusted by changing the number of re-circulating
loops, and, using the available software tools in the workstations, we can measure the actual cell loss
ratio for a given PVC. The method allows us to load the switch and emulate congestion situation causing
cell losses and to study the behavior depending on the packet length. For high load we measured cell loss
ratio of about 10-4 which causes a packet loss of 13% for 2048 byte packets, and for a cell loss ratio of
about 10-2 packet losses happened to increase dramatically to 90% for packets 2048 byte long.
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